National Tell a Fairy Tale Day—February 26

- National Tell a Fairy Tale Day is an informal observance held on February 26.

- It provides a perfect opportunity to read fairy tales to children and to enjoy your favorite childhood tales yourself.

- A fairy tale is a short story that typically features fantasy characters and magic. Fairy tales usually take place once upon a time and have a happy ending: evil characters are punished and good characters live happily ever after.

- Fairy tale collections are usually the first books read by children (not counting alphabet books, of course). But children are introduced to fairy tales much earlier than they start to read, because fairy tales are the most common type of bedtime story.

- Even if you don’t have children or your children are not around, you should not miss the opportunity to reacquaint yourself with fairy tales. It’s perfectly okay to read fairy tale books alone. Make a cup of hot chocolate, curl up in a chair and immerse yourself in the world of princes and princesses, evil witches and beautiful fairies, dragons and unicorns, talking animals and magical plants.

https://www.awarenessdays.com/awareness-days-calendar/tell-a-fairy-tale-day-2021/
Can you help Hansel and Gretel find their way out of the forest?
Hansel and Gretel
Word Search

h e v n w w p x g q v y
k a e v i o c e r y x l
k v n t p u k r e d n c
o q c s y d f o t n l d
d h d a e r b f e a r e
b p b j r l r o l c g h

hansel
gretel
witch
bread
candy
oven
Jack and the Beanstalk Word Search

BEANSTALK  HEN
CASTLE     JACK
COW        MAGICAL
GIANT      MOTHER
GOLD       SINGING
HARP       VINES
Across
1. _______ sold Old Bess for three magical bean seeds.
7. The lady giant has one great eye in the middle of her _____________.
8. Jack grabbed the sickly hen and the ____________ harp before he escaped.
10. Jack sold Old Bess for three ____________ bean seeds.
11. Everyday Jack would help his ____________ with the chores.

Down
2. Above the clouds there is a tall, square _____________.
3. Jack used the leaves and twisty ________ to climb the beanstalk.
4. The hen lays eggs of ________.
5. Jack found a long, broad road winding its way through the _____________.
6. The magical beans turned into a big ____________ overnight.
9. The ____________ stomped his foot and roared angrily.
Cinderella Word Search

BALL
CASTLE
CHARMING
CINDERELLA
COACH
DANCE
FAIRY

GODMOTHER
GOWN
MAGIC
MICRO
MIDNIGHT
PRINCE
PUMPKIN

RAGS
SLIPPER
STEPSMOTHER
STEPSISTERS
WAND
Snow White Word Search

boar          mirror
dwarves       poisoned
ebony         respect
fairest       tidy
huntsman      transparent
mined         truth
Can You Spot 5 Differences Between the Two Pictures?
I SPY: FAIRY TALE
You'll get lost in a forest.

You'll meet a strange witch.

You'll see a fairy in the woods.

You'll eat a lot of candy.

You'll be cautious, quick, and witted.

You find a trail of bread crumbs.

Find your way home.

Smart and charming.

You will be.
Print on white cardstock

National Tell a Fairy Tale Day Activity Cube

You will need:
- scissors
- glue stick

1. Cut out Activity Cube along solid lines.
2. Fold tabs.
3. Glue where indicated.
4. Fold up cube and press to make glued areas stick.

Roll Activity Cube and do the activity that is on the top of the cube.

HAVE FUN!